
Hotel Digital Solutions

Choose  
Alternative  
Digital  
Solutions



Medialog offers exclusive, flexible and comprehensive  
solutions to help you in your daily tasks.  
These solutions will help you optimize time and increase 
customer service and satisfaction!

Thanks to our products, you can now manage,  
distribute, and ensure yield management while benefiting 
from our reliable and independent network.

 
 

MedialogHôtel
 
Unique hybrid hotel PMS, 
with Cloud and/or local 
synchronization

An innovative and compre-
hensive software solution  
to manage all aspects  
of your establishment.

Manage

Be part of  
this winning  
digital model

Webdispo
 
Web application for multi-
property management  
of hotel groups

An online tool to centralize 
your hotel group’s 
management from  
anywhere in real time.

MedialogRestaurant
 
Restaurant, bar  
and retail outlet POS

Software to optimize  
the management  
of your establishment.

Distribute

 

Yield
Prices Watcher
 
Module to show rates implemented by 
hotels via OTAs

This application gives you access  
in real time to all the rates implemented 
by hotels on the web to help you  
adjust your offer.

 

Stathôtel
 
Web application for hotel 
statistics

With this application you  
can analyze the market, 
invest, position your business 
and increase revenue  
in real time based on  
reliable data.

Otac
 
Collaborative launch pad  
to distribute and create  
hotel reservations

An independent tool fielding 
collaborative strength  
against intermediates.  
The application’s aim is to  
satisfy customer requests 
online and directly.  
You will reduce your costs 
and regain control of  
your business and your  
distribution.



www.medialog.fr

At Medialog,  
we believe that  
the hotel sector  
is people-centric  
and that we’re  
stronger together. 
A solution is excellent  
when designed  
working closely  
with the client.

sales@medialog.fr      mail@medialog.fr
33 (0) 144 240 504      150 boulevard Masséna, 75013 Paris

Specificities

Benefit

.    Unique hybrid solution: SaaS  
via Cloud and/or local

.    Server synchronization in real 
time

.   Multi User License 

.  Multilingual solutions

.   Windows and Mac OSx 

.    Works on hardware and mobile 
devices

.    Customizable PMS interface with 
wide choice of configuration and 
access options

.    Ergonomic and user-friendly 
interface

.    Quick and intuitive software  
buy-in 

.   Regular updates

.    Large choice of connections with 
our partners.

SET-UP
Each delivered software is turn-key 
ready; settings, configuration 
and set-up can be customized.

SUPPORT
Our support service works with 
you according to your requirements:
.    7 days a week, 24 hours a day
.     7 days a week, from 9am to 6pm
.     5 days a week, from 9am to 6pm

CERTIFIED TRAINING
Accredited training centre, 
Medialog consultants are experts 
in the hotel business, providing 
the right training for you 
and your co-workers.

Drive Your Business!

Our future-proof tools will fulfil all your needs

Our customer-base includes a wide network in the hotel  
and tourism industry. We plan ahead for their needs and offer  
innovative solutions with cutting-edge technology.

Our software is entirely designed in France by our team and 
addresses all types of businesses in the hotel and restaurant  
industry and yield management activities.

Our products are ergonomic, intuitive and user-friendly.  
They help optimize time spent on daily tasks for enhanced  
sales effectiveness and improved quality of service  
and customer satisfaction.

Medialog, hailed for its new product designs, is recognized  
as an innovative company for its solutions.

30 years of technological innovation

Medialog designs unique and comprehensive digital solutions  
to facilitate and optimize your entire administrative needs.  
Our company also offers applications to develop an alternative 
distribution strategy and help choose the best market position. 

Innovating means designing software packages that increase  
your results on a day-to-day basis. Performance means  
a fair solution that matches your needs all the time.


